
   

   

City’s January recruits starred on a chilly night at Ashton Gate, 

helping City to a 3-2 win over Derby County. 

Late first-half headers from Nahki Wells and Filip Benković – their first goals for the club - 

gave City the advantage at the break. 

It was a lead they extended through Famara Diédhiou’s close-range strike as City looked on 

course for a comfortable win under the BS3 lights, but the Rams soon battled back with two 

goals in the final half an hour. 

Martyn Waghorn grabbed the first with a header, before Chris Martin finished off a Derby 

counter-attack, with a close-range finish of his own. 

As Derby piled men forwards, City could have added to the scores in injury time but for the 

post which denied Diédhiou, before substitute Andreas Weimann snatched at his late 

chance. 

However, City would grind out the result to secure their first domestic double over Derby 

since the 2010/11 season, following August’s 2-1 win at Pride Park, and sit joint sixth in the 

standings. 

NEW FACES START 

Lee Johnson named a trio of changes to his starting XI, with all three January signings on 

the pitch for the very first time. Wells, Benković and Markus Henriksen all stepped in to 

replace Weimann, Nathan Baker and Han-Noah Massengo, respectively. 

Derby County’s win here late last season all but ruined City’s hopes of the play-offs and the 

Robins knew a win on Wednesday night would put them back in the top six on this occasion. 

And Johnson’s men started brightly with headed chances for Diédhiou and Niclas Eliasson, 

though neither could hit the target. 

Quality in the final third would be a struggle for the visitors, even with England great Wayne 

Rooney, though City would have Jack Hunt to thank for his timely interception to cut out a 

killer through pass from Tom Lawrence. 

More chances went begging at the other end though as City threatened in front of their own 

support. Defender Benković was drifting forward and went closest to breaking the deadlock 

with a header which sailed narrowly over the bar, while debutant Henriksen saw a 30-odd 

yard drive wide with Ben Hamer stretching. 

 



   

   

Questions 

1. What was the score in the match? 

 

 

2. Name 2 of the goal scorers, 1 from City, 1 from Derby? 

 

 

3. In which season did City last do the double over Derby? 

 

 

4. What is Derby’s nickname? 

 

 

5. In the sixth paragraph, how many changes did Lee Johnson make to his starting line 

up? 

 

 

6. In paragraph 8, which word describes how the team started the game?  

 

 

7. Which player was drifting forward? 

 

 

8. Who was stretching? 


